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September 26, 2016 

Overview 

This document is a transcript of the discussion of Item 15 “Engineering services for cursory inspection of 

Lower Elgin Road Bridge” of the Bastrop County Commissioners Court Meeting of September 26, 2016. 

The audio recording of this meeting was provided by the Bastrop County Clerk’s office on August 30, 

2018 on a CD in a .wma format. It was transcribed by Debra Ferguson in September 2018 as part of our 

ongoing efforts to compile, document, and preserve the historical information for the Lower Elgin Road 

bridge and to make the content easily available.  

Although every effort was made to provide an accurate transcript of the discussion, several parts of the 

discussion were not clear enough to transcribe as a result of either members of Commissioners Court 

talking over one another or not speaking clearly. These items are indicated with notes of  [overtalking] or 

[unintelligible], respectively. The transcript has been edited to remove most instances of verbal 

disfluencies, such as ‘uh’, ‘um’, and stammering, to improve readability. Aside from the removal of 

verbal disfluencies, however, this transcript reflects the Commissioners Court discussion; it has not been 

edited to change/correct clarity of expression, grammar, organization of content, or incorrectly stated 

facts.  

The transcript covers the discussion beginning at 35:00 of the recording and ending at 00:39:07.  

Abbreviations used in this transcript include the following:  

 PP: Paul Pape, County Judge  

 CD: Carolyn Dill, County Engineer  

 CB: Clara Beckett, Precinct 2 County Commissioner  

 BS: Bubba Snowden, Precinct 4 County Commissioner  

 ?male: one of the male members of Commissioners Court other than Judge Pape or 

Commissioner Snowden 

Start of Transcript (timestamp: 00:35:00) 

PP: Item 15. We have the engineering services for a cursory inspection of the Lower Elgin River--uh, 

Lower Elgin Road bridge. What do we have here? 

CD: We have been approached by a group of citizens to look at the Lower Elgin River Road bridge. It has 

sustained flood damage and we are looking to get a engineering firm that specializes in this type bridge 

inspection out to do kind of a quick and dirty look at the bridge and make some general recommendations 

as far as how we proceed with that. 

PP: I believe you told me that this same engineering firm is the same one that inspects the iron truss 

bridge here in Bastrop. Is that correct? 

CD: They did an inspection of that bridge for the City of Bastrop. TXDoT no longer inspects the 

pedestrian bridge and so they needed one to determine if they could basically have a fence out on that 

bridge, and the determination was it wouldn’t sustain the load.  
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PP: I see. But this firm--I guess the point of my question was…  

[overtalking] 

PP: …well-qualified firm to do this sort of analysis? 

CD: Yes they are. 

PP: All right. 

BS: Is there going to be a cost in this? Or what is that cost going to be? 

CD: That cost is a thousand dollars. Now this is not a full-blown inspection. This is like you say, kinda 

quick and dirty. They’ll do some basic calculations for us, like I said… 

CB?: So this is an abandoned bridge? 

CD: This bridge was abandoned in place; it’s parallel to the new bridge that TXDoT built in the off-

system bridge program. 

?male: Those pictures come out? [Note: there were no photos included in the information packet created 

for members of Commissioners Court, and the discussion provides no clues of what the photos are, other 

than some photos of the bridge] 

PP: I--I--I gave--uh, -- 

?male: That’s a good question. Because now … 

PP: This is the bridge structure here, and you can see the new bridge in the background. That guardrail 

there is the one on the side of the new bridge.  

CB: Oh, right. 

PP: And this is the old bridge here.  

?male: Are we restoring a bridge? 

PP: No, so--it’s not restoring. We’re trying to figure out whether it’s a liability to the County or if it has 

potential to be restored, if it’s even worth looking at. 

CD: I believe TXDoT’s last inspection was like in 2002 of the bridge. It was structurally deficient for 

vehicle traffic at that point. They did some calculations and said it would sustain pedestrian traffic. 

PP: Right. 

CB: 2002. 

[overtalking] 

CD: Right. And it has been damaged by at least two of the last year’s floods.  
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PP: Last year’s floods.  

?male: Is there an historic, you know, thing…[unintelligible]…historic background? 

CD: There is currently no historic designation. The citizens group has applied for that. 

CB: So why didn’t TXDoT remove it when they built the new bridge, I wonder? 

CD: I’m not sure.  

CB: Is it upstream or downstream of the new bridge? 

PP: Down. 

CD: Down. 

PP: It’s right adjacent to it, but on the downstream side.  

BS: There’s two of them close to each other. 

CD: Yeah. There’s another one on Upper Elgin River Road. There’s also one on Watts Lane. 

PP: Well, it would--is it your recommendation that we certainly spend this small amount of money to see 

what this engineer thinks about the possibility of the bridge and it’s liability factor and that sort of thing?  

CD: I think if we’re going to pursue moving forward, that we need to do this.  

BS: Motion to approve. 

CB: Second. 

PP: We have a motion and a second then on item 15 as recommended by staff. Any further comments or 

questions? All in favor say aye please. 

All: Aye 

PP: Any opposed, nay? Motion is approved.  

End of Transcript (timestamp: 00:39:07) 


